Vega PenTest
An easier, more cost-effective approach to
penetration testing and government-mandated
compliance.

Compliance Without Complaints
Penetration testing is an important part of a full security strategy,
and with mandatory compliance regulations, it’s also a necessisty
for businesses. However, the current state of penetration testing
provided by third-party consultants is an antiquated and costly
method that lacks flexibility.
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Businesses want to know that that their applications are free
of security flaws and vulnerabilities when they’re deployed and
Vega Cloud makes this process of discovery easy, and more costeffective. Vega Cloud has combined its patent-pending Cloud
Management Platform technology with an industry standard,
third-party testing software that scans your specified endpoints
for potential vulnerabilities. It also supports authenticated
logins for penetration testing behind your authentication firewall
allowing for full app vulnerability testing. The Vega PenTest
follows NIST industry standard patterns for penetration testing
including checking for cross-site scripting, SQL Injection, OS
command injection, HTTP headers and many more.

How It Works
Vega Cloud’s Penetration Test allows companies to run the
scanning process a total of 4 times for each designated endpoint—
up to three test runs and one final production run— allowing
ample time to fix identified issues before sharing results with
auditors or partners. The scanning process takes an average of
30-45 mins depending on the size of the endpoint(s), and upon
completion, users receive a PDF summary of:
•
•
•
•

All identified issues
Severity rating (High, Medium, Low, Info-only) of each issue
Detailed information about each potential vulnerability found
Links to articles that aide in fixing the issue

With a Vega Cloud Enterprise license, your organization can run multiple penetration tests with an unlimited
number of endpoints. And as always with Vega, there are no hidden fees or large consulting contracts to sign.
Plus, your company’s data is securely stored, and may only be accessed by members of your organization.
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